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Abstract

Accurate simulation of the evolution of polar ice-sheets requires a massive amount of com-
putational power. In order to take advantage of the newest generation of supercomputing
clusters, the Albany Land Ice code has been modernized for performance portability across a
variety of parallel architectures, with a focus on enabling end-to-end GPU capability. Albany
uses a multigrid preconditioning approach for solving linear systems via performance portable
smoothers from the Trilinos package Ifpack2. Since the Albany Land Ice code is constantly
evolving and both Albany and Trilinos are in constant development, it is likely that the optimal
choice of solver parameters will change over time. It is therefore critical to have an automatic
performance tuning framework to ensure that the best possible performance is maintained. To-
ward this effect, we have developed an automatic performance tuning framework to determine
the best fine- and coarse-grid smoothing algorithms and parameters. We treat the underlying
performance model of the linear solve as a black box and use the python-based GPTune Bayesian
optimization library to determine the optimal smoother choice and parameters. Using this ap-
proach, we have found smoothers and their corresponding parameters that result in, on average,
1.2 times faster, and up to 1.5 times faster solve-times than our manually-tuned parameters.
We also show that the proposed auto-tuning approach produces reliably better parameters than
naive black box optimization techniques like random search for a given function evaluation bud-
get. By implementing our tuning framework in the Python-based workflow management tool
parsl, we also ensure that we efficiently use available computing resources during the tuning
process and avoid unnecessary long wait times in computing cluster job queues.
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Introduction

der to properly take advantage of the new generation of exascale computing environme
are a number of performance challenges that scientific software must overcome. Performa
bility is one of these challenges due to the ever increasing number of parallel compu
tectures that come with their own specific performance needs and development framewo
tionally, software must exhibit a very high degree of scalability in order to actually
ntage of the available hardware needed to achieve exascale performance. For the task of E
m modeling, these challenges are compounded due to the variety of component climate mod
are developed independently, each with their own specific performance concerns. As par
ush for scalable and portable climate simulation software, the Albany Land Ice model (A
as been modernized to take advantage of the Kokkos performance portability framewor
le GPU runs. While improving the scalability of linear solvers on the GPU is ongoing w
is paper we present a method for automatically choosing linear solver parameters to at
mal performance for any given linear solver strategy.
ypical optimization techniques rely on producing or approximating derivatives of an objec
ion with respect to the parameters of interest. Black box optimization refers to the clas
ization problems where the inner-workings of the function being minimized is unknow
essible and derivatives cannot be constructed or are too expensive to be constructed. S
re not only interested in tuning the linear solver parameters but also wish to treat the ch
gorithm as a tunable parameter, we must treat the underlying performance model as a b
It is also likely that the optimal solver parameters will change as ALI is developed or

lems of interest are modified. Therefore, it is necessary for us to have a method that does
strong assumptions about the underlying performance model. There are many technique
box optimization, including naive methods like grid/exhaustive search and random se

more advanced methods like Bayesian optimization. In this paper, we focus our attention
fic Bayesian optimization implementation known as GPTune [2] that has been used to tune
rmance of applications including SuperLU [3] and choosing randomized sketching algorit
omputing least squares [3].
ome of the approaches used for automatic performance tuning include racing-based meth
] and population-based evolutionary methods [6]. Recent methods for performance tu
the problem as a surrogate-assisted bi-level optimization [7]. In the case where the underl
rmance model is not treated as a blackbox, gradient-based approaches can be used to t
del that predicts optimal parameters for unseen input problems. [8] The type of method
nterested in for this paper is a sequential model based global optimization method and s
ods have been benchmarked [9] on a variety of performance tuning applications inclu
RE.
lbany is a C++ finite element code developed for solving partial differential equations
the years, the Albany code base has housed a variety of science and engineering applicati
ding the Aeras global atmosphere code [11], the Quantum Computer Aided Design (QCA
lator [12], and the Laboratory for Computational Mechanics (LCM) research code [13, 14,
rctic Coastal Erosion (ACE) model [16] and the Albany Land Ice (ALI) ice sheet model so
Attention herein is restricted to the ALI module within Albany, which discretizes and so
o-called first-order Stokes equations [18, 19] for the ice velocities. In order to perform dyna
ice simulations and enable coupling to the U.S. Department of Energy’s Energy Exas
h System Model (E3SM) [20], ALI has been coupled to the Model for Prediction Across Sc
AS) climate modeling framework [21] to yield the MPAS-Albany Land Ice (MALI) model
details on MALI, the interested reader is referred to [1].
1
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he Albany code within which ALI is implemented relies on a number of packages from
os [22] software stack for tasks including automatic differentiation (Sacado), non-linear (N
Krylov linear (Belos) solvers, multigrid preconditioners (MueLu) and multigrid smoot
ck2). For each non-linear iteration, a linear system is produced by Albany and solved u
erative multigrid preconditioner designed to take advantage of extruded ice-sheet meshes
goal of this paper is to choose and tune the performance-portable Ifpack2 smoothers to en
al performance of the total run-time of the linear solve phase of MALI.
o achieve this goal, we have developed an automatic performance tuning framework for
using the Python-based workflow management tool parsl [24] and the Bayesian optimiza
are GPTune. Previous work on automatically tuning Albany used random search to imp
rt-determined linear solver parameters. The tuning framework we present here improves on
om search approach by using black box optimization techniques to guide parameter explora
ore efficiently and reliably find optimal solver parameters for a given problem. In Sectio
resent the design and implementation details of our automatic performance tuning framew
ction 3, we demonstrate the usage of our tuning framework, and show that we can achie
ficant performance improvement on GPU by using Bayesian optimization over manually-tu
ther parameters. We also show that the Bayesian optimization approach results in be
al parameters than more naive black box optimization techniques such as random search

Method

Black Box Optimization

iscussed in more detail in Sections 2.3 and 2.4, we wish to optimize a wide range of paramet
of which take on numeric values, whereas others are strings denoting the names of diffe
thing algorithms used within the ALI linear solver. To handle different parameter types f
ent spaces, e.g., categorical, discrete, continuous, it is helpful to treat the linear solver
box and use existing black box optimization techniques. For discrete parameter spaces, a n

oach is to use ’exhaustive’ search which is equivalent to testing all possible parameters
ning the optimal. This approach is really only feasible when the parameter space is triv
l or function evaluations are cheap. For continuous parameter spaces, the corresponding n
oach is ’grid’ search. By overlaying a grid on the continuous parameter space, search can
exhaustively but there is no guarantee a true optimal is found. Another approach, for disc
ntinuous parameter spaces, is random search where candidate parameters are selected
om from a given distribution. Random search is attractive in that all of the function evaluat
e done completely independently. The drawback is that the choice of any given set of candi
meters from random search does not take into account any of the information exposed
ating other sets of parameters. Bayesian optimization is a technique that balances the
ploration (random search) and exploitation (search guided by previous function evaluati
In this work, we explore the method of Bayesian optimization for performance param
g. Bayesian optimization fits a Gaussian model to the performance data collected by ano
od such as random search and then makes a prediction about what the optimal parame
ld be given the recorded data. The objective of this optimization is to minimize the total t
t during the solve phase of ALI and is measured by existing timing instrumentation through
ny.
here are a number of existing software libraries for doing Bayesian optimization that we loo
for this framework such as ‘sklearn’ [26], ‘OpenTuner’ [27], and ‘HpBandSter’ [28] that e
their own pros and cons. We decided to use a Bayesian optimization library known as GPT
2
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r this framework due to its multi-task optimization functionality that seems to be uni
g these tuning software libraries, to GPTune. The idea behind multi-task optimization is
esult of tuning one problem could be used to inform the tuning of another related problem
different but related optimal solution. Multi-task optimization potentially enables us to
ization on problems with less expensive function evaluations (such as a problem over a s
) to give us a good idea of the optimal parameters of a problem that requires more expen
ion evaluations. GPTune also has the ability to include a performance model for tuning c
e we have a good guess of how performance varies with tuning parameters.

Online vs Offline Tuning

matic performance tuning can be further categorized into offline and online methods [29].
tuning consists of generating candidate parameters and then optimizing the objective func
rial executions and then whatever optimal parameters that are found are used for all p
executions. Online tuning, by comparison, evaluates candidate parameters during prac
tion. The framework we present in this work is an example of offline tuning. In this sect
ention some of the tradeoffs between online and offline tuning and justify the usage of offl
g for automatic performance tuning of ALI.
ne of the benefits of online performance tuning is that online tuning is done during prac
tion of the software so that the time-cost of tuning is somewhat hidden. However,
oach exposes the user to uncertainty in performance since any given execution of the softw
t use a sub-optimal set of parameters in order to explore the parameter space. In contr
offline tuning, performance guarantees are available for practical execution but the time-
e tuning process can not be hidden and may be prohibitively expensive. One of the goa
aper is to determine the cost of offline tuning for Albany Land Ice. In the case of offline tu
g an acceptable cost, we can then avoid exposing the end-user from performance uncerta
actical execution. The intended use case for this tuning framework is to supplement our nig
rmance and regression testing of ALI with tuning runs. Since optimal parameters likely
hange on a nightly basis, these tuning runs will only be done when a change in performa
tected by a changepoint algorithm within Albany’s performance monitoring tool.
nother tradeoff between online and offline tuning is that offline tuning produces optimal
ters for a specific instance of a problem but these optimal parameters may not be opt
neral. With online tuning, tuning is done during practical execution on a per-problem b
e are approaches, such as multi-task optimization, for transferring the optimal solutions fo
offline setting to similar problems and is something we intend to explore in the future s
cope of this paper is limited to tuning a single problem instance.

Problem Details

ny can be used to model various aspects of the evolution of ice-sheets including the thickn
ity, and temperature. For these experiments, we focus our effort on tuning the velocity s
h is modeled as a first-order Stokes equation. The meshes used in ALI are unstructure
imensions and then extruded in the relatively-thin vertical direction, resulting in a s

ructured discretization. ALI employs a hybrid multigrid approach that does structured s
ening in the vertical direction until the only remaining matrix entries correspond to the
nsional unstructured grid which is then coarsened using algebraic multigrid.
or this problem, Albany employs two multigrid smoothers (fine and coarse grid) that
ned to reduce total solve time. For each smoother, there are three choices of GPU-ena
3
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ithms from Ifpack2: Multi-threaded Gauss-Seidel, Two-stage Gauss-Seidel, and Chebys
he Gauss-Seidel smoothers, we need to choose the number of total sweeps and the dam
r (or inner damping factor for the two-stage variant). The Chebyshev smoother has t
meters. The first is the degree of the Chebyshev polynomial, second is the ratio of max
eigenvalues of the linear operator, and the third is the maximum number of iterations for
ther. The search space for a given smoother is then a combination of categorical, discrete
nuous spaces:

Smoother Type: {Multi-threaded (MT) Gauss-Seidel, Two-stage Gauss-Seidel, Chebyshe

Number of sweeps: {1, 2} [MT Gauss-Seidel, Two-stage Gauss-Seidel]

Damping factor: [0.8, 1.2] [MT Gauss-Seidel]

Inner damping factor: [0.8, 1.2] [Two-stage Gauss-Seidel]

Chebyshev degree: {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} [Chebyshev]

Eigenvalue ratio: [10.0, 50.0] [Chebyshev]

Maximum chebyshev iterations: {5, 6, ..., 100} [Chebyshev]

ur goal for performance tuning is to minimize the total runtime of a first-order Stokes s
LI. The objective function we are minimizing takes smoother parameters as inputs and
gle scalar output of total runtime. We refer to a single run of the first-order Stokes so
rically as a ”function evaluation”. For efficiency, we would like to produce an optimal solu
as few function evaluations as possible and refer to the total number of function evaluat
given tuning run as the ”total function evaluation budget”.

Design and implementation

we would like to control the parallelism for any given function evaluation, we use the rev
unication interface (RCI) mode in GPTune. This means that each call to the GPTune tu

t will update a tuning database with candidate parameters and then exit. We then run Alb
each of the proposed candidate parameters and then write the total solve time back into

base and run the GPTune script again. Since we are running Albany many times in par
a high-level python tuning script, we utilize the PyAlbany [30] python interface to simp
orkflow. This process continues until we have exhausted the total function evaluation bu
hen the tuning script will report the optimal parameters according to the model that has b
rated.
or a given tuning run, the total function evaluation budget is split evenly between the ex
n phase and the exploitation phase. In notation, we refer to the total budget as 2ϵ, there
phase does ϵ function evaluations. In the exploration phase, candidate parameters are cho
omly and evaluated in parallel. GPTune has multiple sampling approaches for choosing ca
parameters. The first is Monte Carlo sampling (MCS) which samples each search dimen
rmly and is equivalent to our previous random search. The second is Latin hypercube samp
) which ensures samples are evenly distributed through the search space. All of the candi
meters for the sampling phase are returned in a single call to the RCI GPTune script and
aluated in parallel. During the exploitation phase, GPTune chooses candidate parameter
ting the underlying Gaussian model and making a prediction and is therefore sequentia
s of function evaluations. An example diagram of the full tuning process can be seen in Fig
4
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re 1: Example of GPTune reverse communication interface workflow. The sampling (ex
n) phase can be done in parallel, whereas the modeling and search phase (exploitation
ential. Modeling step mi involves updating the underlying assumed (Gaussian) performa
el. The total number of function evaluations that will happen in a given tuning run is not
is figure as 2ϵ.

Workflow Management

ive approach to tuning via GPTune’s RCI mode would be to have a script that queries GPT
andidate parameters and then launches a job for each independent function evaluation as t
eceived. In practice, this approach is untenable on large computing clusters since it w
ire for each new requested function evaluation to put a new job into the back of the qu
majority of the wall-clock time for this approach would likely be spent waiting for a jo
the front of the cluster’s queue. An alternative approach would be to launch a single job
the entire tuning process. However, this is not ideal either since, for the sampling phase
a large number of machines to be doing function evaluations in parallel but that would m
machines are idle during the modeling phase. The other extreme would be to launch a
single machine for the modeling phase; the downside of this approach is that the paralle
e sampling phase could not be taken advantage of.
he solution to this problem is to use a workflow management tool to dynamically assign f
evaluations to available helper jobs. For our purposes, we use the Python workflow managem
known as parsl but there are other tools with attractive functionality such as fireworks

) get number of function evaluations

uested_num_evals = get_num_function_evals (...)

_func_evals = requested_num_evals.result ()

le num_func_evals > 0:

# 2) create function evaluation configuration files

requested_eval_configs = get_function_eval_configs (...)

# 3) do function evaluations

function_evaluated = []

for k in range(num_func_evals):

function_evaluated.append(evaluate_function (...))
5
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# 4) get function evaluations

evaluation_results = []

for k in range(num_func_evals):

evaluation_results.append(get_evaluation_result (...))

# 5) write function evaluations to database

database_updated = update_database (...)

# 6) get remaining number of function evaluations

requested_num_evals = get_num_function_evals (...)

num_func_evals = requested_num_evals.result ()

ng 1: ”Pseudocode example of the core tuning algorithm in parsl. Steps 3 and 4 are don
llel and synchronization occurs at step 5. Each function call corresponds to a parsl app
ns a Python futures object to handle synchronization and file I/O dependencies.”

Tuning Framework Evaluation

Experiment Setup

der to evaluate our automatic tuning framework, we need to answer the following questi
, what is the optimal budget for the number of function evaluations for a tuning run?
tely, we would like to find the optimal solver parameters in as few function evaluation
ble. Second, does using Bayesian optimization improve the results we would have gotten f
a simple random search? With random search, there is no sequential modeling phase
nction evaluations can be done in parallel. Therefore, if random search is just as goo
rter” approaches, then random search would be the efficient choice. Third, how freque
each method produce a parameter set that results in a failed run of Albany? A failed ru
ny could take considerably longer than a successful one. The total time elapsed of the tu
ess could be excessive if the majority of evaluations are timing out and failing; hence, a met
produces quality candidate parameters is important. It is also possible that a failed run
significantly faster due to invalid parameters causing the solve to fail right away. However
problem, we have chosen the search space such that no invalid parameters would be sele
ndidates. Our framework detects and reports the type of failure by checking internal so
that are exposed by the PyAlbany interface. The two types of failures that show up for
lem are when maximum wall-time has elapsed or the number of solver iterations has excee
aximum without convergence.
o answer these questions, we use our tuning framework to tune ALI’s first-order Stokes so
n extruded unstructured tetrahedral mesh of the Greenland ice sheet with variable resolu
ing from 20km to 3km. The results of these experiments are compared against the first-o
es solver with “default” solver parameters that were originally chosen by multigrid expe
default fine-grid smoother uses a two-stage Gauss-Seidel method with an inner damping fa
25 and only 1 relaxation sweep. For the coarse-grid, the default smoother is two-stage Ga
l with inner damping factor of 1.0 and 4 relaxation sweeps. We ran all of these experim
e Perlmutter computing cluster using a single A100 GPU per function evaluation. Using t
lt smoother parameters, the total runtime was about 30.2 seconds and is used as a baseline
aring the tuning results. It should be noted that the optimal parameters may vary depen
6
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re 2: Best runtimes for a range of function evaluation budgets. For each budget, best runti
eported for 6 sample runs of the tuning process.

chitecture so it is helpful to have an automatic tuning framework for deploying ALI on o
ines.

Results

der to determine the optimal function evaluation budget, we ran the tuning framework wi
e of budgets, six times for each choice of budget, and then recorded the best times and so
meters. The results of this experiment can be seen in Figure 2. The results seem to m
xpectation that as you increase the number of function evaluations, the likelihood of findi
time increases. However, the best times produced using a function evaluation budget of
t dramatically better than simply using a budget of 30. It is also interesting to note th
et of 30 seems to reliably produce better results than a budget of 40 or 50 and compar
ts to large budgets like 100 or 200. These results seem to indicate that 30 is a good ch
aluation budget for this particular problem. While a budget of 30 is a good choice, a l
et could potentially be more likely to find outlier solve times that are significantly better
dditionally, we are interested in how frequently a candidate parameter set results in a fa
f Albany. To evaluate this, we looked at all of the function evaluations produced over a
uns in Figure 2 separated into samples generated during the sampling phase (latin hyperc
om search) and the modeling phase. For the sampling phase, about 64% of runs resulte
re whereas in the modeling phase, about 18% of runs resulted in failure. Combining t
ion evaluations, we see that on a given run of the tuning framework, about 41% of parame
esult in a failed run. Since the sampling phase is equivalent to random search, using Baye
ization brings the failure rate down from about 64% to 41% and could be brought down fur
ending more of the evaluation budget in the modeling phase. In Figure 3, the distributio
7
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re 3: Distribution of runtimes for a single run of the tuning process separated by tuning ph
re rates for each phase are significantly different, but of the successful evaluations, the ove
ibution is largely the same for both phases. The failure rate for sampling is about 64%
ailure rate for modeling is about 18%.

mes can be seen for the modeling and sampling phase. While the failure rates of each ph
ignificantly different, the overall quality of successful runs does not seem to change betw
hases.
he final experiment of this section is set up to determine if using Bayesian optimization res
od enough results to offset the loss of parallelism that can be found in random search.
experiment, we fixed the total evaluation budget to 30 and then ran multiple instances of t
rate methods for parameter tuning. The first is the GPTune Bayesian optimization met
ibed in this paper with 15 evaluations done in parallel for the sampling phase and then
ential evaluations for the modeling/search phase. The second case is using the full func
ation budget to explore candidate parameters produced by LHS. Finally, the third cas
ame as the second case but using MCS to produce candidate parameters. This third ca
alent to our previous work using random search to optimize [32]. Each case was run 20 ti
oduce the best times seen in Figure 4.
he results from the experiment seen in Figure 4 show that random search using MCS reli
uces slower runtimes than the other two methods. However, the difference between ran
h via LHS and Bayesian optimization is not quite as dramatic even though GPTune is produ
bly better runtimes. If the goal is to minimize wall-clock time, it might make sense to use L
om search due to the available parallelism. However, from a node-hours perspective,
sian optimization approach is the better choice since less time is being wasted on evalua
idate parameters that will result in failed runs.
inally, during the exploration of our framework, we found that, on very rare occasions,
ters that resulted in significantly better runtimes than seen in these figures were attai
e the vast majority of optimal runtimes were between 25 and 27 seconds, we found a han
8
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re 4: Comparison of best runtimes for GPTune Bayesian optimization against random se
atin Hypercube Sampling and random search via Monte Carlo Sampling. Total func
ation budget is fixed at 30 and 20 sample runs were conducted and reported for each meth

rameters that result in runtimes of about 21 seconds (about a 1.5× speedup over our def
ngs). This time can be achieved by using a Chebyshev smoother for the fine grid with de
an eigenvalue ratio of about 26.85, and a maximum iteration count of 85 and then a two-s
s-Seidel smoother for the coarse grids with 2 sweeps and an inner damping factor of ab
One of the next steps of this work would be to extend these experiments to determine
each method is to find these extreme outliers.

Conclusions

our automatic performance tuning framework, we have shown that we can reliably prod
r overall runtimes for ALI than our previous random search method with speedups of u
imes greater than manually tuned smoothers. In addition to producing better runtimes,
g process requires fewer node-hours than our previous random search implementation sinc
ore likely to evaluate parameters that do not result in a failed Albany run. Finally, since
ework was developed with the parsl workflow management tool, we achieve a high degre
ility when it comes to mapping tuning tasks to available computing hardware. This flexib
s easy integration of the tuning process into existing nightly testing for ALI and serves
f-of-concept for future workflow management of more complicated workflows such as run
te ensembles.
he results in this paper show that Bayesian optimization can result in better automatic
ance tuning than random search but there are still a few potential avenues of exploratio
er improve the tuning process. One thing to note is that in the many tuning runs we
9
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oduce the results in this paper, the best total solve time (about 21 seconds) was only fo
re occasion and the vast majority of tuning runs resulted in a best solve time of abou
ds. One possible next step for this work is to quantify the rate at which outlier runtimes
d for each method which could potentially guide us to a method that more reliably finds t
er runtimes. It would also be interesting to compare multiple tuning runs with a small f
evaluation budget with a single tuning run with a budget equal to the sum of the single
ets.
n this paper, we have presented our exploration of the tunability of some of the linear so
meters within the ALI model with respect to a single mesh and GPU architecture. Ultima
ould like to use GPTune’s multi-task optimization capability to produce a performance m
all meshes that can be extended to predict optimal parameters for much larger meshes s

ntartica. Using a multi-task optimization approach, the two main questions we would see
er are: 1) are the optimal parameters for different size/shape meshes significantly differe
2) can the performance model for a small problem be used to reduce the total numbe
ations on a large mesh to produce optimal results? We also plan to leverage performance d
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